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EVENTS

_
12-13 Esmod Berlin

A fashion exhibition by the Esmod 
students in partnership with the 

German suppliers of leather and 

 
_

14-24 Bespoke 
How 10 talented companies handle 

_
25 IFM

A fashion exhibition by the students 
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The show 

_ BREAKDOWN BY COUNTRY

The top three
57% Italy
17% France
11% Spain

10% Other European countries

Germany
Netherlands
Switzerland

Iceland

5% Other international countries
Brazil

South Korea
South Africa
China
United States

Tunisia 

_ BREAKDOWN BY SECTOR

61% Fisnished leathers
10% Textiles and synthetics
  8% Exotic leathers
  6% Components
  5% Furs
  4% Services, Press, Associations

  2% Chemicals

348 exhibitors
40 new

+ 21% / Feb.12

SHOW FIGURES
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_ AGITATION OF A FLUID WHICH FLOWS IN A WHIRLPOOL

NOW IT’S OUR TURN ! _



_ REPETITION

season.

_ NOCTURNAL FANTASIES

Materials are inspired by 
climatic accidents and 

Creatures that are half-man/half-beast

the foretellers of climatic accidents, of the 

OBSES
SION
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creativity.
The past, present and future pile up to form 

inspires exhibitions and feeds new distribution 

realistic trend, the melodramatic aesthetic, 
heralds the rediscovery of the beauty 

_ ART NAÏF AND SPONTANEITY OR 

Removed from cultural 
landmarks we reinvent the 
essential.
It is not a blend of times but a blend of 

create above and beyond the cultural 

Economical use of means and simplicity 

COM
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_ 

We appropriate ancient 
civilisations and the authentic 
from elsewhere.

period, or free and solitary, he multiples 

in a real vessel and heads off to explore 
forbidden lands and expose himself 

A luxurious nomad or a pseudo hippy, 

MIGR
ATION
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_ 
ANOTHER

another and creates hybrid 
materials.
Nature and research tessellate to create 

and created a mutant and fantastic 

born hybrid landscapes where architects, 
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Médée

19-3830 TPX - 5255C

Othello

19-0000 TPX - Proc.black C

Cléopâtre

18-4735 TPX - 321C

Desdémone

19-1934 TPX - 208C

NEO-REALISM

Rose flétrie

18-1709 TPX - 5205C

Tuile brune

18-0950 TPX - 7512C

Plastique vert

17-6229 TPX - 356C

DISTURBING URBANITY

Buvard

17-4405 TPX - 7544C

Kraft

15-1215 TPX - 7529C

Mine de crayon

18-1306 TPX - 411C

Charcoal

19-3905 TPX - 446C

ECONOMY OF MEANS

Houppette

14-1139 TPX - 714C

Zéphyr

15-4722 TPX - 631C

Poussin

11-0618 TPX - 608C

Aigrette

11-0604 TPX - blanc

LIGHTNESS

COMPRESSION

Colour
s.14
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TRENDS

Rose Degas

13-1022 TPX - 473C

Vert Monet

14-5714 TPX - 338C

Rouge Gauguin

17-1558 TPX - 1795C

Bleu Matisse

16-4134 TPX - -542C

GRAPHIC MONOMANIA 

Mélèze

19-5212 TPX - black 6C

Toundra 

18-0426 TPX - 450C

Merbeau

19-0815 TPX - 7532C

Or antique

or matifié

JUNGLE COUTURE

OBSESSION

Rose des sables

15-1213 TPX - 7529C

Corde

17-0808 TPX - 7530C

Dune

17-1047 TPX - 7509C

LUXURIOUS NOMADS

Durian mûr

17-5024 TPX - 323C

Goyave écrasée

17-1818 TPX - 682C

Clémentine séchée

18-1535 TPX - 7524C

A SPECTACLE OF COLOURS

Bengali

18-1655 TPX - 200C

Capucin

19-0809 TPX - 405C

Cockatoo

19-0915 TPX - 412C

ETHNIC NOBILITY 

À peine jaune

14-1025 TPX - 466C

Jaune acide

13-0648 TPX - 605C

Juste vert

16-0230 TPX - 377C

Blanc labo

11-4601 TPX - 7541C

DELIRIOUS NATURE

MIGRATION



Incube.
_ The new area for Prospective & Research at LE CUIR A 
PARIS is inspired by the desire to promote the research, 

INCUBE is at the heart of a cross-disciplinary prospective 

exploration of new territories, provides impetus for the 
development of materials around the two themes 
that have been chosen, and helps them to prepare 

unexpected creative routes, to invite visitors to discover, 

INCUBE
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_ The CUIR A PARIS style team visited the 
brand new - and very contemporary - head 



INCUBE

_ REACTIVATE

Face the future with enthusiasm, 
live it intensely.
Free oneself from constraints in a serene 

dynamism reactivate daily life: move,

or breathable, they have an unexpected 
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INCUBE

_ REINCARNATE

chaos.
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Esmod
 Berlin.

_ EXHIBITION

Ich Bin ein Berliner
partnership with the German tanneries 

CUIR A PARIS show, present the exhibition 

The exhibition consists of 15 - 20 selected 

all focus on the interaction and interrelation 
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EXHIBITION



place particular emphasis on shape, structure and 

applications of materials, on the surface and in 

world to suit the new demands of the user in a 

     
      www.esmod.de

_ SPONSORS

Stand F8

EMIL HOFMANN 
Next edition 
LE CUIR A PARIS 
17-19 September 2013

FASHMO
Stand A12

Next edition 
LE CUIR A PARIS
17-19 September 2013

JACOBS 
Stand A32

RICHARD HOFFMANS 
Stand F30

Stand A12

WEINHEIMER
Next edition 
LE CUIR A PARIS
17-19 September 2013

Contact for Germany
LE CUIR A PARIS:

EXALIS GmbH
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EXHIBITION
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Whether experienced professionals or newcomers, these ten talented 

 Bespoke by LE CUIR A PARIS

Leather, 
every which way. 

leather, Carina Sohl
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BESPOKE TALENTS 

Carina Sohl,
leather artist

Once upon a time...

a wondrously beautiful leaf, and felt 
that she wanted to freeze a moment 

Her idea was to create an entirely new 
type of decorative pattern with natural 
plant material on environmentally friendly 

Skills

exact embossment, which will become 

“I live in the country, close to nature 

and I want to convey the sense of 
humbleness that I feel before nature 

moment of this beauty, and when I 

press them into the leather, an exact 
detailed embossment is formed, 

Initiation

vibrant and beautiful patterns, which are 
impossible to reproduce with modern 

process, the leaf is destroyed, therefore 

Favourite materials
All patterns are hand-embossed on the 

which displays all the features possessed 

to the Swedish countryside and are 

plants over the winter months and use 

Applications

predominantly for the interiors sector and 
include wall panels, cushions, upholstery 
of headboards, cupboards, tables and 

Hand-embossed patterns on leather, 
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David 
Rosenblum,
sheather

1895 and is considered to be the oldest 

Initiation
His father transmitted his passion to his 

abilities and the ease with which he 
learned, decided to train him as an 

Skills

reproduction of ancient objects and the 

David can advise his customers, carry 

“Leather has richness and with its 
structure, colour, subjectivity and 
sensuality, the ability to create an 
atmosphere that no other material 

sensual and seductive from the 

further enhances the leather by 

Once upon a time...
David’s father, Bernard Rosenblum was 
the owner of the Bettenfeld-Rosenblum 

He also develops and preserves leather 

leather, patinas and other procedures 

Favourite materials
David is passionate about his craft 

His leathers are very carefully chosen 

parchment, leathers from Cordoba, 
Venice and Flanders, embossed leather 

Applications

upholstery leathers, but also in the 
restoration or reproduction of any item, 

and professionals from a number of 

companies from the fashion and luxury 

authorities, museums and private 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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Atelier Mardini,
shoemaker Once upon a time...

December 2004, the date that the 

into existence and the brand “Taher 

located in rue de Belfort, were laid 

immediately made a name for itself with 

customers to modify the materials and 

customers to appreciate the new style of 

Above all it is a story, that of Taher 
Fattah, who started with little but, 
armed with precious expertise and 

Initiation

He studied at the Lycée National and 

France in 1985, and was an employee of 

the company a new status and new 

Skills

by appointment in order to clearly 
understand the customer’s demand and 

provided in order to better identify their 
demands and assist them in the process 

to the type of model desired, and the 

Favourite materials

declares a certain penchant for exotic 

Applications

with various players in the fashion industry, 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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Maïté Wustner,
craftswoman 

Initiation

Skills

dedicated to the world of leather and 

Favourite materials

with leather; such a noble and 
sensual material, both supple and 

Once upon a time...

However, she initially opted for more 

she uses, mainly directly from French 

She does not have one favourite 
material, as each leather has its 

Applications

expertise both to private clients 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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Christophe Fey 
Concept,
upholstery

of furniture upholstery in 1992 before 

at the Viaduc des Arts, a must in the 

Christophe Fey opens his showroom 
located only two steps away from the 

Skills
Guided by his creative intuition, 

of murals slabs inspired by traditional 

Initiation
As a worthy descendant of a family 

Christophe Fey has always evolved in 

Once upon a time...

Lacerated, buttoned, rhinestone or 

of this craftsman also lays on his

Favourite Materials

come exclusively from France and Italy:  

Applications
Renowned for his professionalism and 

is in collaboration with many architects 

such as : the creation of a store front in 
collaboration with Louis Vuitton and a 
collection of murals slabs in association 

desire to diversify his offer and to develop 
his expertise, Christophe Fey starts 

new adventure, that allows him to let his 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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Mercier,
leather 
upholsterers

Skills

in the custom production of leather 

company also produces prototypes 

processes to meet customer 

label, specialised in the creation of 

Favourite materials

expeditions, when he would cycle 
to Cholet, the capital of leather at 

Once upon a time...

passion for this craft with her partner, 

prefers to be associated with the client 
project as far upstream as possible in 
order to be able to optimise the service 

Applications

Pet project

doubt that the famous luxury hotel, La 

on a 50 metre luxury yacht, where they 
decorated the interior with some 300m² 
of leather, was another favourite for the 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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Emmanuelle
Béduneau,

Skills

artisanal manner to unused offcuts of 

Their particular feature is the abundant 

idea is to use the offcuts of this noble 

Initiation

Brussels, Emmanuelle Béduneau pursued 
her childhood fascination with soft and 
supple materials and the idea that 
they can be mastered and have other 

Once upon a time...
Initially trained in prototype 
development and industrial model-

Emmanuelle to pay closer attention 
to materials, the very essence of the 

offcuts are tufted onto a support fabric, 

result is that both sides have their own 

Favourite materials
Emmanuelle sees materials as an 

exploit with the use of noble and natural 
materials such as feathers, leather and 

Applications
The services offered by Emmanuelle 
Béduneau will interest decorators, 

search of limited editions or one-off 

be applied to a variety of sectors, such 

decoration for items such as bedcovers, 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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par Michael 
Darwin, 
leather 

his clients include many Hollywood 

Once upon a time...

has launched an exclusive new 

Skills

leather craftsmanship with modern 

photo incorporated into the 

Initiation

incorporate some of his most iconic 

with the leather hide and are actually 

but it actually enhances it and still 

Applications

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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Deuxième 
Chambre,

Initiation

constraints and was unable to see his 

Once upon a time...

this craft and his entrepreneurial spirit 

Favourite materials

and splits are particularly suitable for 

Applications

service is adapted to prototype 

Chambre is present on the fashion, luxury, 

BESPOKE TALENTS 

two independent and complementary 
structures were created, where expertise, 

the implementation and coordination 

Skills
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Initiation

ready-to-wear, couture and upholstery 

Coen Carstens is Dutch and has a 
diploma from the ArtEZ Institute of the 

Skills

in conjunction with other materials, in 

Favourite materials

incredible to touch and offers endless 
possibilities in terms of its associations 

Once upon a time...

joined forces and eventually formed a 

Applications

in demand from the couture and the 
accessories sectors and the upholstery 

BESPOKE TALENTS 
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IFM

_ EXHIBITION

IFM adores leather & LE CUIR adore l’IFM

capacity for innovation of craftsmen and women 

International fashion houses, leather manufacturers and 
  

 
     

Fur from SAGA FURS
Laurence Desprey

Leather from , shoe by Carel & Bossanova
Samples not for sale

EXHIBITION
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